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Abstract: In road network multiple destinations route search-
ing is common when users are searching for service instead
of destination. Navigation system will present list of destina-
tion, then user will choose the specific destination. For more
constrained situation such as request for parking-lot near to
festival ground or request for safety shelter for disaster situa-
tion. Navigation system will show list of destinations in the
area, then user will choose specific destination by themselves.
In general, user will choose the closest destination and short-
est route. If there are many users searching the same service
simultaneously, the closest destination and the shortest route
will get traffic congestion quickly. Vehicles will face traffic
congestion when follow the route, and may not get service at
destination, because each destination has limited resource. It
would be better to choose different route or different destina-
tion from beginning of travel. In this paper, we proposed road
network routing algorithm considering multiple destinations,
multiple routes, and resources at destinations are limited.
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1. Introduction
When an user is searching for a service instead of specific

destination, a specific destination cannot defined. Navigation
system will show all service points in that area. User will
take responsibility to choose destination and select route by
themselves. One such situation is, when a large number of
people are searching for parking-lot near festival area. Nav-
igation system will show all parking-lot. User chooses spe-
cific parking-lot by themselves. In general, user will choose
parking-lot that is closest to festival. Traffic congestion will
appear quickly in this route. With limited space in each
parking-lot, available space may run out when user arrive and
a user needs to search a new destination and new route again.

Emergency situation such as Tsunami evacuation. Most
of the populations from a wide are needed to evacuate out
of danger area. Fig. 1 is the map from tsunami disaster on
March 11th, 2011 in Miyako [1], Iwate, Japan. Red zone
is area that got high level of tsunami water and purple line
is evacuate route. Vehicle in risk or damaged area need to
escape to high altitude area. Most of user will choose the
closest destination. With large number of people choosing
the same destination, traffic congestion to that destination will
appear in very short time. When vehicles are held in traffic
congestion, it is difficult to take a U-turn, or change route. If
a vehicle cannot move, or stop for long time in risky area, they
may get affected by tsunami. It is better to choose a different
destination, like using the highway to escape from the risk
area.

Figure 1. Hazard map from tsunami disaster on March 11th,
2011 in Miyako

Moreover some safety shelter, that is easy to access, may
already be not suitable for shelter at all, because they are af-
fected by natural calamities, or already too crowded to ac-
cept more people. If people who attempt to evacuate to safety
shelter, using navigation system that can use information of
destinations and road traffic condition while traveling, they
can get navigated for optimal route and destination, and can
access safe shelter in reasonable time.

There is no support for multiple destinations problem or
destination specified by its property only (like a parking place
or a safe shelter). In this paper, we propose road network
routing algorithm based on Yen’s k-shortest path algorithm,
to support multiple destination problem with limited resource
at service points. The algorithm reduces traffic congestion by
navigating vehicles to different good routes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2.discusses related works. Section 3.describes Multi-
Destination Multi-Route (MDMR) navigation system. Sec-
tion 4.presents the simulation environment, experimental re-
sults and their analysis. The paper is concluded in section 5.

2. Related Works
Road network navigation system are based on shortest-

path algorithm such as dijkstra algorithm [2], bellman-ford
algorithm [3], or A∗ algorithm [4]. The single source short-
est path algorithm can be used to find the shortest path from
a source vertex to all the other vertices in a graph. The sin-
gle destination algorithm is used to find the shortest path in a
graph, from all vertices to a single destination. It can be also
be seen as a single source problem by reversing the arcs.

For more intelligent navigation system, or road traffic
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management, Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) [5][6] is
proposed, which leads to either system-optimal or user-
optimal route assignments. DTA was designed to help ex-
plain the basic concepts and definitions of DTA models and
addresses application, selection, planning, and execution of
a DTA model. It also describes the general DTA modeling
procedure and modeling issues that may be of concern to the
model user. J. Pan et al [7] improved DTA by extending DTA
algorithm for traffic optimization, while avoiding the issues
that make DTA impractical, such as the lack of scalability,
robustness, and high computation time.

Existing road network routing or path planning algorithm
could navigate a vehicle to a destination with different cri-
teria. But none of the existing proposals focus on disaster
environment (like Tsunami or land slide), sudden increase in
traffic (like festival), or multiple destination problems. In this
paper, we propose routing algorithm that supports multiple
destinations and multiple routes, to avoid congestion at ser-
vice points as well as road network.

3. Multi-Destination Multi-Route (MDMR)
Recommendation

In our problem, the cost metric is time of travel, as well as
the state of service at the destination. Road network traffic
information such as travel time can be obtained by loop de-
tector, road network sensor or from mobile phone network.
The idea to minimize traffic congestion is to distribute vehi-
cles over multiple good routes. To distribute the burden at
different service points, we navigate vehicles to different des-
tinations over different routes to avoid overloading of one.
In this section we introduce method to calculate k-shortest
routes considering multiple destinations simultaneously. We
introduce distribution method be sending vehicles on differ-
ent good routes depending on travel time and destination ser-
vice available status, to prevent traffic congestion and reduce
number of vehicles arriving at crowded destinations.

3.1 Virtual Destination

Shortest path algorithms such as dijkstra algorithm can cal-
culate shortest path from source node to all nodes in the net-
work. It is not suitable to calculate shortest path to all nodes
because there are huge number of nodes and edges in road
network. If navigation system needs to calculate k-shortest
paths to specific destination, route calculation time will in-
crease by k. To calculate k-shortest routes to multiple des-
tinations, route calculation time will increase by number of
destinations and k.

We proposed routing algorithm based on Yen’s k-shortest
path algorithm [8]. Support for multiple destinations was
achieved by introducing a new destination node, named Vir-
tual Destination (V D). We add V D node to network, and
create link connecting between destinations to V D, call vir-
tual links. Instead of running shortest path or k-shortest path
algorithm to each destination, we calculate route from source
to V D, the result contains shortest route to specific destina-
tion. Real destination will be included in the route, as a node
before V D. In the beginning we set virtual link cost as 0. To

consider limited resource at destination we design system to
increase virtual link cost by available resource at destination.
Detail is explained in the next section.

We use Yen’s k-shortest path algorithm [8] to find a set of k
paths: the 1st.-best route, the 2nd.-best route,. . . the kth.-best
route, the result is a set of k-shortest routes.

In each route is contain only one specific destination,
though more than one route may contain the same destina-
tion. This is possible that k-shortest routes may not include
all real destinations, because some destination is too far from
starting point, or some link converging to some destination is
too congested.

With k-shortest path algorithm, this is possible that ith.-
best route may contain more than one real destination. This
is not practical to suggest a vehicle to travel through one real
destination to a different destination. To avoid this situation,
we ignore ith.-best route that contain more than one real des-
tination, and replace it with next.-best route.

In the simulation experiments, described in the next sec-
tion, our algorithm finds k shortest routes and update road
traffic information at regular intervals. Updating link status at
regular interval would avoid recently congested routes auto-
matically. Vehicles may change route when new route recom-
mendation is received.

3.2 Road Traffic Distribution

In general, when navigation system recommend shortest
route, and optional route. User will choose shortest route.
In case of high population in same area request same ser-
vice simultaneously, shortest route will become congested
quickly. To prevent traffic congestion in this environment by
using traffic distribution over a number of near optimal routes,
i.e., 1st.-best or 2nd.-best routes etc. To distribute traffic in
MDMR, the system will recommend vehicle to follow routes
over different destinations, and/or over different routes to the
same destination.

Our proposed routing algorithm of finding k shortest
routes achieve this goal efficiently due to the introduction of
virtual destination node. The proposed system will distribute
vehicles in k routes depending on their respective costs, i.e.,
travel time. The probability that a particular route will get
selected depends on the calculated travel time for that route.
Probability is inversely proportional to the travel time. Out
of k shortest routes, the ith.-best route will be selected with
probability Pi, expressed in Eq.(1), where Ci is cost of ith.-
best route.

Pi =

(
1− Ci

(
∑k

j=1 Cj)

)
× 1

k − 1
(1)

3.3 Destination resource limited

To include resource constraint at destination, the idea is
to decrease traffic to a destination where resource has plum-
meted. We decrease distribution ratio of that destination by
increasing virtual link cost. As we mention at beginning, we
initially set virtual link cost equal to 0. When the resource at a
destination is completely used up, the virtual link cost would
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Figure 2. Virtual link cost vs. probability to selected

be∞. Thus, it is difficult to assign the value of the virtual link
cost, because it will vary from 0 to∞. From Fig 2(a), we plot
all probability of distribution Pi when k = 2 , and each route
has different destination. We start virtual link cost of closest
destination to V D as 0, and increase that virtual link cost to
∞. We found crossing point when virtual link cost increase,
denote this virtual link cost value as Balance Probability Cost
(BPC). This point is determines where distribution probabil-
ities are same. Fig 2(b), is when at the beginning all routes
lead to the same destination. The plot shown that probability
of distribution will be equal with different destination.

We formulate virtual link cost function to control priority
of each destination as follows. N is the number of nodes and
µ is set of nodes, µ = {µ1, µ2, . . . , µN} and |µ| = N . D
is the number of destinations and δ is the set of destinations,
δ = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δD} and |δ| = D. Eq. (2) is present matrix
Ç when çij is shortest path cost for node µi to destination δj .
Eq.( 3) is 1st-best shortest path cost for node µi to destination
δj where j = 1 to D. Eq. (4) is present BPC for node µi to
destination δj where j = 1 to D.

We design to increase virtual link cost between node δj to
V̋ in range of [0, β×BPC(µi, δj)] where β is static number.
With this virtual link cost function, when some destination
low resource available it will not be included in k-shortest
routes, or it will included with high cost (low probability to
selected).

Ç =

δ1 δ2 · · · δD


µ1 ç11 ç12 · · · ç1D
µ2 ç21 ç22 · · · ç2D
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
µN çN1 çN2 · · · çND

(2)

Ç̂(µi) = max({çi1, çi2, . . . , çiD}) (3)

BPC(µi, δj) = Ç̂(µi)− çij (4)

V LC(µi, δj) = BPC(µi, δj)× β ×
δj .used

δj .limit
(5)

4. Simulation, Result and Analysis
We simulated the proposed routing algorithm, and set envi-
ronment to similar tsunami evacuation situation. All vehicles

Figure 3. Miyako area

are needed to be evacuated to safety place. We used Simu-
lation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) 0.24 [9] to simulate vehi-
cle mobility. SUMO is an open-source highly portable mi-
croscopic road traffic simulation package designed to handle
large road network.

We used a part of map data from tsunami disaster area
recorded on March 11th, 2011 in Miyako, Iwate. The road
network is shown in Fig 3. This road map data is downloaded
from OpenStreetMap website in OSM format [10][11]. And
used SUMO to generate random trips for each vehicle in this
simulation. Speed of all vehicles are limited to 15-20km/hr.
This speed is adequate to evacuate from tsunami [7]. We
assume to have 2 destinations marked as red rectangle, and
available resources for each destination is 50% of the number
of vehicles in network. And road traffic information and route
calculation is updated every 5 minutes.

In each scenario, we generate vehicles joining the road net-
work start from 1000 vehicles for low density network and
increase to 2000 vehicles for high density network. Initially
all vehicles travel to randomly selected destination. After 10
minute, when tsunami warning starts, all vehicles will head to
proper destination using proposed MDMR route recommen-
dation. After vehicles received alarm, the system will use al-
gorithm to find proper route and destination for each starting
node. Vehicles will receive route recommendation message
and use it as route to destination.

All simulations used proposed virtual destination. We
compare results using k=1 where only 1st-best route is rec-
ommended, and using k=2 where 1st-best and 2nd-best are
recommended and traffic is distributed depending on cost to
each destination as in Eq. (1). When using k=2, we compare
results using 0 ≤ β ≤ 2 in Eq.(5) to change virtual link cost
and distribution ratio to each destination when resources are
depleted.

4.1 Number of Vehicle take U-turn at service point

Number of vehicles take U-turn at service point is the number
of vehicles, which follow recommended route to destination
but can not get service. They need to take a U-turn and follow
a new route to a new destination. This situation can happen
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Figure 4. Number of vehicle take U-turn at unserviceable des-
tination

Figure 5. Evacuation time spend

after a while following the start of the evacuation. The easy
to access destination will run out of resources quickly. From
Fig 4, using k=1 the number of vehicles taking U-turn is more
in the beginning. When the number of vehicle on the road
network is increased they get better result than using VLC
with β = 1. Using VLC with β = 2 is shows the lowest
number of vehicles take U-turn for all traffic scenario.

4.2 Evacuation Time

Evacuation time is the time required from starting of evac-
uation warning until all vehicles are in safety shelter. Fig 5
shows the result of evacuation time required. From the plot,
evacuation time is increased as the number of vehicles in-
jected to the network is increased. Using K=1 it takes more
evacuation than using k=2 without VLC, and β=1. When the
number of vehicles increased to 1800, the result is not differ-
ent between using k=1, k=2 with β=0, and k=2 with β=1. It
is clearly seen, that using k = 2 with β=2 give the best result.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed road network routing algorithm
support for multiple destination request, road traffic distribu-
tion, and recommend route considering limited resource at
destination. We have shown the effectiveness of our proposed
algorithm using simulation program based on actual tsunami
evacuation environment. We succeed to recommend route to
multiple destinations when number of destination equal to 2
in terms of number of vehicle arrived at destination but cannot
get the service, and evacuation time spend from beginning of
evacuation until all vehicle arrive at destination. This result
strongly depends on the road network of a particular town.
For a town prone to tsunami or similar natural disaster, we
can find the minimum value of k and β from its road network,
safety shelter locations and number of vehicles.

In future our aim is to apply the algorithm to support more
realistic situations, when number of destinations and destina-
tion resources are limited will be different depend on the area.
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